Interview with Gaylord Maynard
Interviewer John Daniel Draper
Great Circus Parade Showgrounds
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
July 1988
DRAPER:
MAYNARD:
DRAPER:

Gaylord, how long have you been in equestrian work?
19 years.
Your work is chiefly been high school and dressage?

MAYNARD: Yea, and trick horses.
trick horses.

High school, dressage, and

DRAPER:
of act?

How long have you been doing the "Chief Bear Paw" type

MAYNARD:

Well, this is '88 and I've been doing it since '73.

DRAPER:

Is this the only "Chief Bear Paw" you have had?

MAYNARD: This is the second. The first one lived to be 13, then
he got spinal meningitis and passed away. This is the second .
DRAPER: In this sort of thing do you always have another one in
training as a back-up more or less?
MAYNARD: Well, this was the back-up horse so now I have another
one I just located. He's only eight months old and he's in
Texas, Fieldton, Texas. A friend of mine runs a ranch and he's
going to be the third.
DRAPER: How do you go about trying to pick out a horse to train
in this way? There must be some very peculiar characteristics
that other horses wouldn't necessarily have to have.
MAYNARD: Well, I like stallions. It's got to be aggressive
towards you and colored. Because I started with an Apaloosa so I
have to look for the color confirmation and the brains and the
attitude. And the attitude is kind of a snotty little type of
horse. He's got to be a Mr. Dennis the Menace type of horse.
DRAPER:

Generally gentle but not too vicious.

MAYNARD: No, not vicious but like the
catcher that wants
to not bite you but hold on. You'll see the ears go back and
that's that type of attitude.
DRAPER: You have to scout around to try to find something that
fits that bill.
MAYNARD:

It took me five years for the second horse.

DRAPER:
I imagine it's very difficult really to do this.
Have
you done ...you've done straight dres~age riding or liberty?
MAYNARD:
Yea, I was on the Lippizan stallion show for ten years
and my teacher was Dorita Konyot from the Konyot family.
DRAPER:
Yea, we knew about her.
her name?

She is Humphreys

now, is that

MAYNARD:
Right.
And I studied under her for six years.
While
was on that Lippizan show I had guys like Johnny Herriott and
Smahas and Joe Ibails.
Everyone that knew anything about
dressage and high school one time or another was on that Lip
show.
So this is where I picked up everything up from these
guys.

I

DRAPER:
I admire this type of attitude among horse trainers.
It
seems that they'll go to the end of the world to pick another's
brains as to what to do so they can do their act just a little
better.
I do not always notice this with college students.
They're interested in the gentleman's C and getting by with the
least amount and that's not true here.
MAYNARD:
Knowledge is hard to come by and when you do get around
somebody with knowledge whether they know what they're doing or
whether they know not what they're doing, you learn something
from them.
We had at least a 150 riders from allover
the world
at one time or another within that ten years of the Lippizan show
that I learned something from.
DRAPER:

Did you ride a Lippizan

at that time?

MAYNARD:
Oh, yea.
I rode caprioles.
for six years.
I rode all the drills.
DRAPER:

Are those horses

pretty

intelligent

MAYNARD:
Yea, they're good ...pretty
They're all stallions.
I learned on
like stallions.
They're a big horse
they're easy going.
That's why they
DRAPER:

Have you ever done

I did three of them a day

liberty

as horses

go?

docile for being stallions.
stallions, so that's why I
and they're intelligent and
use them, for their size.
acts?

MAYNARD:
Yea, I have a little bit of experience.
I was in Miami
with Circus U.S.A. and they had three liberty acts owned by Toby
Tyler and they're short one presenter so they came to me.
I
said, "gentlemen, I know nothing about liberty horses."
They got
a rope or a bridle on them, I can work them.
They talked me into
it, so I got very lucky and got to work the Arabians that Johnnie
Herriot broke.
And due to the fact that watching Johnnie train
these horses a little bit, not much, but a little bit and a
knowledge of a few of the trainers around the show down there,
they showed me.
So I worked liberty horses - eight of them - for

three weeks. That was my only experience.
Jack Joyce's ponies.
DRAPER:

And years ago I tried

Are ponies harder to work with?

MAYNARD: Well, the first show I thought they was very easy. The
second show they were a little jumpy and the third show they had
me.
DRAPER: I understand I've often heard that if you have ponies
and horses together sometimes you have trouble and it never
usually comes from the horses, but the ponies. They give you
trouble.
MAYNARD: Exactly. About the third show those ponies realized I
didn't know what I was doing and they just played every game on
me that you could imagine. But that was my first experience.
Jack Joyce, as you know, is a great trainer and it was kind of a
privilege for me to work those ponies. At that time it was early
in the game for me. I had much better luck with Johnnie
Herriot's Arabian horses and Toby Tyler. We're talking ten to
twelve years later. So I had a little more idea of what to do,
but those ponies made a monkey out of me. Manchester, Wisconsin.
I came in with my tails and my whips and I thought well that
first show was great. Boy, this is nothing. Second show they
started fooling with me. Third show they had my number and it
was allover.
DRAPER: How did you exit them?
they finished or did you ...?
MAYNARD:

Yea.

Have them turn and go out as

Waltz them and take them off.

DRAPER: Johnnie Herriot usually had them go up past the gate and
turn and go out.
MAYNARD:

To me he's the best.

DRAPER: Then the last he could go up and then he'd go too far
and then he'd back up.
MAYNARD:
DRAPER:
out.

Back them up for comedy effect.
Some of these acts I've seen he just laugh and race them

MAYNARD: Well, the reason Johnnie he's very smart when it comes
to those horses. In fact, I think he's the best at this point at
this time, this decade.
DRAPER:

We have a lot of admiration for him.

MAYNARD: He puts the defense on anything he does. Boy he gets
those horses. They cannot leave that ring until they waltz.

That keeps them in the ring.
And the three weeks that I worked
those liberty horses down in Miami, not one of them ever left the
ring.
That's how well trained they are.
No matter what I did to
force them out of the ring, they never left the ring.
DRAPER:
It's very deceptive.
The person sitting in the audience
thinks you know they're in there - there's a ring.
But boy they
can jump over.
Billy Baker with Vargas one time up in Green Bay
was playing outdoors and they were spooked by something and they
broke out.
Of course it was no tent and they just went allover
everything.
MAYNARD:

Oh yea, they'd

be long gone.

DRAPER:
There was a case I think in Philadelphia with Clyde
Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus - back about 1960.
Had a group and
something spooked some of these horses.
They broke out and went
down through West Philadelphia.
They did not get them until
after the show was over.
He then had to put them in the ring and
they had to do the act right then, or that would've been the end
of the act, probably.
Isn't that about right?
MAYNARD:
That's exactly right.
But sometimes that doesn't help
either because they get show wise.
They get to know when they're
in the show and when they're not in the show.
They'll do it
perfect for you when the show's not on and then you come back and
this is not always so. If you come back and try it during the
show, and they say we got him again, it's in the show.
And
there's nothing he can do to us because there's an audience.
Good-bye.
They learn quick.
DRAPER:

Did you ever know Rudy Rudynoff.

MAYNARD:
I heard of him and I understand he was super horseman.
I believe a guy called Glenn Randall on the West Coast who was a
great movie horse trainer and dressage and high school and ... He
learned a whole lot from Rudy.
DRAPER:
Rudy Rudynoff had this liberty act of twelve white
horses and one of them was "Mary" - I think it was number six.
And of course at that time they performed with the numbers.
They
don't always do that now, the numbers where they line up.
Eleven
of them came into the ring, all mixed up and they got in order.
Then Mary #6 was let loose with a blind fold of course to make it
more affective.
Way down at the end of the Hippodrome track, she
came tearing down, went into the ring, and found her place.
This
is quite spectacular to the public.
MAYNARD:
They call that a pick-out horse.
Lou Barten many years
ago, many, many years ago I remember doing that with the Hagen
show.
They had some ...he was quite a liberty horseman.
They
call Lou Barten.
He had some paints over there ...Howard Suesz
from the Hagen show.
I remember that was the closing check
except for the rear.
He'd take that horse way down to liberty

and have numbers on it and they'd get right back in line.
DRAPER:
It doesn't mean anything if you don't have the numbers,
because you can't figure what's happening. I notice a lot of
liberty acts, they don't use numbers. I don't know why that is.
MAYNARD: Back in the old days they did. They numbered them, but
today is a different ball game. Glenn Randall has a liberty
horse act right now. He doesn't use any harness on them.
No leaders to bring them into the ring. They come in the ring by
themselves.
DRAPER: One of the Konyots, I believe, had an act like that one
time way back.
MAYNARD: Pop Konyot was a great horseman. I never knew him. He
died before I got in the horse business. Dorita is a fantastic
horseman.
DRAPER: Did you perform with any other kind of animals before
you came with horses?
MAYNARD:
DRAPER:

No.

But I did have a mule act.'

Was that an unridable mule?

MAYNARD: We started off with unridable mules and then I changed
it to burlesque Lippizan strallions. I ended up teaching them the
levade and capriole. They're (mules) a very, very smart
animal. That's why they're hard to train.
DRAPER:
MAYNARD:

They try to outwit you.
They know they're not supposed to do this.

DRAPER: They use them a lot for mimicking a horse act and this
comedy, yes.
MAYNARD:
DRAPER:

They're much smarter than the horse.
Burlesque?

MAYNARD: Yea. A mule people think is very stupid, because you
get that old picture of a guy pulling on the mule. He won't
move. The reason for that is you can take a horse and run it
until it has a heart attack and dies. A mule runs so far and
he'll stop and you're not going to move him. Same thing with
food. You leave some food out and a horse will eat until he
founders himself. A mule eats what he needs and leaves. If he
gets tangled up in a fence, he'll stand and wait for somebody to
come along and get him out, where a horse will pull his foot off.
Everybody says well they're very hard to train because they're
stupid. Hell, no. It's just the opposite. They know their
limitations and they're much smarter than the horse. A lot of

people think well a horse has a lot of brains and that's why
they're easy to train.
It's just the opposite.
DRAPER:
In getting back to these trick horses, have you ever
done any work with a horse similar to the type of thing that
Derrick Rosaire does where he imitates.
Where he croses his legs
and then the other horse will cross like Tony the ...
MAYNARD:
No. Tony the Wonder Horse in his day was fantastic act.
He was fantastic.
Not only as a horseman, but as a showman.
Tony the Wonder Horse was a unique act.
He's still working, but
the old Tony's gone.
I liked the old Tony the best, but at the
same time Derrick carne up with another horse an Arabian horse
that's very good.
DRAPER:
I have never seen him perform, but when we were in
England I was on sabbotical leave in England, we went down to
Great Yarmouth and Joanne Rosaire, who is a cousin to Kay was
there.
Her horses are called "Goldie", palomino type.
That was
fabulous.
The horse would do something and then she'd do it.
Very interesting.
MAYNARD:
This is different.
I think that family,
originated that stallion act.
DRAPER:

I've never

seen anyone

I think

else do it.

MAYNARD:
I think if they didn't originate it, they've done it
the best.
They're tops.
Derrick's still going.
He's 77 years
old and he's still going.
That's what I like about the horse
business.
If I was an acrobat, and stunt man ...I've done just
about every type of act there is, aerial and ground act.
Then
when I got with the horses, I realized that I could do this until
I was 100 years old as long as I had the knowledge.
I kept doing
it for that reason, but I've been most successful of anything
I've done in show business with horses.
And I enjoy doing it.
It's nice to train a horse to step back and watch it work.
You
know you've created that, just like artist.
Very satisfying.
There are some people that train, some people that train with a
reward system.
These different styles of training.
Myself I
like the reward system.
DRAPER:

How did you corne up with

this "Bear Paw" idea?

MAYNARD:
I was going to do a drunk on the horse and what I had
in mind then developed.
While trying to develop that, what I
have now developed.
And believe it or not, half of what that
horse does on the pick-up tricks he did himself accidentally in
the act and it got a reaction, and I was smart that way so I kept
it in the act and put a cue on it. Through the 13 years of doing
it, we developed this act.
It is copyrighted.
I had an old
buddy of mine called Erick Grislow that did a very famous
trampoline act and he said, "Did you copyright that?"
I said you
can't copyright that.
He said, "Yes you can".
You copyright the

story.
So the way it's copyrighted is that Gaylord Maynard's
one-act play.
I can't copyright the tricks because they've
been doing that for 2,000 years, but I did the style and the
story that I tell that I do in my act, I have copyrighted.
DRAPER:

It certainly

tells a story and it's beautiful.

MAYNARD:
It developed in sum more or less.
I would pick up on
the audience and say "oh that works!"
And we'd keep it in. And
then other things that I thought was going to be funny as hell is
about as funny as a broken leg. We'd throw that.
So over a
period of 13 years ...it kind of developed itself along with a
talented horse and me being smart enough to realize the audience
liked that.
DRAPER:
Is there anything
certainly have appreciated
this and ...
MAYNARD:
Let's just hope
horses as I work.

else you would like to say.
If not, I
your time that you've given me for

in the future

DRAPER:
I'm sure that you'll
Thank you very much Gaylord.

that I train as many

train a lot more than that.

